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By JOE MCCART HY

The Interactive Advertising Bureau reviewed the top 100 fashion brands chosen by
Women's Wear Daily's and found that jeweler T iffany & Co. is ahead of the pack.

The report found that 83 percent of the brands have mobile-optimized sites and 37 percent
use responsive Web design to ensure a seamless experience across devices. The need
for a strong mobile presence is particularly acute for fashion brands that have
exceptionally mobile savvy consumers.

"Fashion brands need to be particularly aware that their customers live mobile-first lives,"
said Joe Laszlo, senior director of mobile marketing center of excellence at IAB, New
York. "When someone sees a great dress, bag or pair of shoes in real life, their first
reaction (after figuring out who makes it) is  likely to be grabbing their smartphone and
looking up that brand or store.

"And social media — another important tool for keeping up with fashion trends — is
increasingly a mobile medium as well," he said.

"So mobile is the front door for many consumers seeking information about new fashion
items or brands, and delivering a great experience on the phone will smooth the way
toward learning more and potentially buying that hot new item."
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The "Fashion of Phones: Mobile Readiness of the Women's Wear Daily Top 100 Brands"
can be accessed here.

Moving f orwardMoving f orward

Seventeen percent of the brands studied did not have a mobile-optimized Web site, which
is a startling figure at this stage.

Consumers who visit a non-optimized mobile site on their phone are likely to get
frustrated and go to another site, which can hamper online sales and prevent consumers
from researching prior to visiting in-store.

Mobile app Spring was designed to help luxury brands with mcommerce

Plus, a non-optimized mobile site harms brand image by suggesting that the brand is
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incapable of meeting consumer expectations.

Among the brands without mobile-optimized sites is Versace.

Following this overview, IAB zoomed in to monitor key mobile site features including
store locators, mobile-optimized search functions, tap-to-call phone numbers, links to
desktop site and app store links.

Eighty-five percent of brands had a store locator and 65 percent had mobile-optimized
search.

The report notes that an absence of mobile-friendly search leads to cumbersome
navigation, which leads to page abandonment.

Next, IAB assigned an "M-Score" from 0-100 to each brand, which is an assessment of
mobile performance. The average M-Score was 61.85.

Outliers

Many luxury brands were slow to the mobile scene, but have since adapted.

Mobile presents an opportunity for retailers to give consumers a personal, local
experience when shopping, according to panelists at the Details Tech & Tastemakers
Summit on Sept. 3.

Beyond serving as a channel for commerce, mobile allows brands to engage with
consumers anywhere, providing advice and entertainment. As much as technology is
changing shopping, when retailers plan their digital strategies, it is  wise to think of how it
fits  into the larger customer shopping experience (see story).

However, before brands can take steps forward, they have to set a foundation.

"The big surprise from this study was that in late 2014 almost 20 percent of the WWD top
100 brands don’t yet have a mobile-optimized Web site," Mr. Laszlo said.

"This list represents the best-known brands in fashion, and while many of them are doing
mobile really well, the fact that some of them are barely doing mobile at all suggests
misplaced priorities and risks missed opportunities to win fans and make sales," he said.

Final Take
Joe McCarthy, staff writer on Luxury Daily, New York
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